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RUN IN HOLE AND CEMENTING
OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS
IN BIG DIAMETER HOLES
The paper presents an element of novelty in big diameters hole drilling as using reinforced concrete column. The construction mode, the way of junction, the methods for
running in hole and the cementing are presented alongside with the multiple advantages
of its use.
Представлено инновационное решение при бурении скважин большого диаметра – использование железобетонных колон. Описываются конструкция колонны, способы их крепления, спуска в скважину и цементирования, а также многочисленные преимущества ее использования.

Introduction
The world wide industrial activity represents a permanent source of pollution. Currently, no financial effort is futile, even for
stopping the process of pollution. In this respect, we propose a method of storing the noxious and the very noxious substances in sealed
drilled holes, with depth of 200 ... 400 m and
useful diameters of 2,5 ... 5,5 m.
Reinforced concrete columns
Reinforced concrete columns used for casing of big diameters holes is an element of novelty and has the advantage of being corrosion
resistant. Concrete columns may have from
0,15 to 0,30 m wall thickness, with mention
that, unlike big diameters metallic casing, the
wall thickness remains constant along casing.
Reinforcement is made using high-grade
steel bars with 0,010 to 0,020 m diameter,
plate, but externally profiled. The high (h) of on
piece is about 1,5 m and h1 = h3 = h4 = 0,5 m.
The thread heads of joining is with stride
and double sense, so that to while screwing
the joining should be obtained. The manufacture can be performed right on the excavation
place (if there is enough storage space) or in

specialized factories. In order to have the
continuity of the operations ensured and considering the necessary time formation of concrete block (usually 21 days) the manufacture
of the reinforced-concrete casing pieces must
be very precise (sometimes this must start
right after the primary construction management). The reinforcement is performed separately and then it is introduced into the formwork made of conventional materials.
The casing is made of box and pins build
and for the handling of one piece the adjusted
conventional system is used to the casing dimensions; right after the junction between the
box and pin is made, the rest of the space is
filled up with the same quality concrete and the
run casing can be done only when concrete
hardening is complete.
One piece of column consists of the following elements:
16 vertical bars h4 height;
16 vertical bars 2h2 + h3+ h4 height;
16 vertical bars 2h2 + h3+ h4 + h1 height;
32 horizontal bars l1 = π(d4 – d2) length;
32 horizontal bars l2 = π(d2 – d1) length;
8 horizontal bars (guides) l3 = π(D1 – d1)
length.
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Fig 1 Reinforced concrete-column: a – view; b – section view; c – A point view
1 – Two way metallic muff; 2 – Reinforcements’ edge; 3 – Column upper part; 4 –
Middle and connection part; 5 – Metallic guides
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The cement paste has to be prepared according to certain methods in order to ensure
the strength on axial solicitations and external
pressure; also the cement paste must have
properties like porosity and permeability close
to zero. The mixing formula is made according
to the stored substance nature and also to the
nature of the crossed layers.
Run in holes
The run in hole can be performed using
even the method «run in hole by floating» (for
50 to 60 m depths), even the run in hole with
hydraulic jacks (for depths to 250 m).
The run in hole by floating of the casings
was used successfully during the innovative
casing-off of big diameters columns; the
method can be used for run in hole of both metallic column and reinforced concrete column.
The most important disadvantage is how to
build a cement shoe with float valve (fig.3) in
order not to allow the drilling fluid to enter

from outside into the column; the breakdown of
the valve drives to the filling up of the column
with fluid and increasing of its weight. In order
to increase the collapse strength the column has
to be maintained partly empty.
In order to maintain the equilibrium of the
column Fc = Ff + FA; Fc – represents the force
from the whole weight of the column; Ff –
force from the weight of internal fluid; FA –
Archimedean force. Due to this conditions, according figure no. 3,
Fc =

 2
De  Du2 ba gl ,
4

Ff =

 2
Du l  l g  f g ,
4







FA =



 2
De l f g ,
4

where ba – is the reinforced concrete’s density;  f – drilling fluid density; lg – the length
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Fig.2. Junction between two pieces of reinforced concrete

Fig.3. Run by floating reinforced concrete-column

1...5 bench has the same meaning as in the figure 1; 6 – box;
7 – pin; 8 – hole for cement filing; 9 – intermediary formwork; 10 – space that needs filling through the 8 holes 8;
11 – horizontal plate part of 9; 12 – junction metallic muf

1 – liquid level; 2 – casing; 3 – (metallic adapter); 4 – cementing pipe thread; 5 – cement shoe with float valve); l – casing
length; lg – the length required to drain for floating balance);
Δlg – the additional height required to fill in for run casing
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required to drain for floating balance; after the
necessary substitutions, there results:

D




The cementing of reinforcement concrete column

The success of the cementing operation,
witch
helps to realize a proof and resistant in
Du2 f
time tank (measured in hundred years), has
been a permanently issue; for this the drilling
Given these conditions
fluid from annular space must be completely
Fi  2
eliminated and replaced with a cement paste
 Du l g  f g
that has to fulfil some conditions:
cs 4
 the flash set must begin right after the
where Δlg is the plus of fluid that must be added filling of the annular space;
so that the entire column should move down to form a cement stone with perfect adwards safely. From this relation there results
hesion qualities to the column exterior and to
the crossed layers;
4 Fi
l g 
 the permeability and the porosity of the
cs Du2 f g
cement paste must be close to zero;
 the cementing of the inside of the colFor the descending movement of the column
for a length of 14 m has to be realized, in
umn in the excavation (actually the most imorder
to accomplish the inferior sealing, while
portant movement), we have to introduce inside
the column a fluid on a length of Δlg; as the at the same time attaching the sealed top, on
hole process is made with the conventional the surface, with bounds to a controlling desk
swap system, a resistance condition has to be with the necessary AMC, and fixed near the
accomplished. Fi maximum force, force on the excavation.
installation hook is a precise value; due to
Conclusions
safety considerations, an admissible stress force
is going to be used Fai = Fi/cs where the safety
The realization of underground tanks using
coefficient is cs = 1,5.
the presented method has the following advanIn order to avoid accidents, a double ce- tages: in an excavation like the presented one
ment shoe with float valve is fitted up, in tan- may be stocked 6 to 20 m3 noxious substance
dem, so that if one is out of order the other may for one linear meter, this kind of excavation is
take its place.
sealed and resistant for a long period of time
The hydraulic jacks solve a few problems (measured in hundred years), building more
that run in hole by floating may rise:
excavation in the same area leads to decreasing
 the column doesn’t need to be equipped of costs, and the pressure and internal temperawith cement shoe with float valve;
ture control may be realized using an adequate
 the weight of the column doesn’t raise re- control system fixed in the control cabin.
sistance problems for the jacks which are designed to handle up to 3000 tones weight, but
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